MASTER JAWS INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions apply to the following product(s):

500-018

Removal of Original MicroBlock® Jaws
Skip to Installation of Master Jaws unless you need to remove original MicroBlock jaws from a previously purchased vise.
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Installation of Master Jaws
Replace with Jura Master Jaws.
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Hold the jaws against the thread with equal pressure and use the hex key to turn the jaw screw.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The MicroBlock® and MicroBlock® XL Jura by GRS sets include a pair of Master Jaws instead of the original jaws with pin holes.

Skip to Installation of Master Jaws unless you need to remove original MicroBlock jaws from a previously purchased vise.

Products that include Master Jaws instead of original MicroBlock jaws:
#500-508, #500-510, #500-517, #500-526, #500-527